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ETH ACCOUNTS

Externally Owned Accounts (EOA) and Smart
Contracts on Ethereum are ETH Accounts,
identified by their ETH address.

Example:
0x397507d0E34756A192dE72787A0309bD3E8C03
8d

Smart Contracts can hold cryptocurrencies just
like EOAs.

Both EOA and Smart Contracts can interact
with Smart Contracts.



A Hierarchal Deterministic (HD) Wallet is a type of
Deterministic Wallet that utilizes a single root key to derive
multiple private keys. 

An implementation of HD Wallet is Metamask via its Keyring
Module.

HD WALLETS
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The keys can be represented in
the form of a Mnemonic Word
Sequence (BIP39).
Mnemonic Phrase Example: indoor
dish desk flag debris potato
excuse depart ticket judge file
exit

An implementation of HD Wallet
is Metamask via its Keyring
Module.

HD WALLETS



An EOA private key can be generated using the Elliptic Curve
Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) Generation can happen
locally on any device.
Private Key Example:
fffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffebaaedce6af48a03bbfd25e8cd036415f

A private key can derive a public key which can in turn derive
a public ETH address.
ETH Address Example
0xb794f5ea0ba39494ce839613fffba74279579268

EOA ADDRESS



SMART CONTRACT ADDRESS

Each deployed smart contract has an address
calculated via opcodes:
CREATE (old version) or
CREATE2

// CREATE2 be pre-calculated)

keccak256(0xff, deployerAddress, salt, keccak256(init_code))[12:]





A private key can also sign messages and transactions which
output a signature.
ETH Signed Transaction Example:

SIGINING



// ETH Signed Message Example:

{

 "address": "0x76e01859d6cf4a8637350bdb81e3cef71e29b7c2",

 "msg": "Hello world!",

 "sig":

"0x21fbf0696d5e0aa2ef41a2b4ffb623bcaf070461d61cf7251c74161f82fec3a437085

4bc0a34b3ab487c1bc021cd318c734c51ae29374f2beb0e6f2dd49b4bf41c",

 "version": "2"

}

signing.js



const digest =

"0x7c5ea36004851c764c44143b1dcb59679b11c9a68e5f41497f6cf3d480715331"; 

// Using an expanded Signature

recoverAddress(digest, { 

r: "0x528459e4aec8934dc2ee94c4f3265cf6ce00d47cf42bb106afda3642c72e25eb",

s: "0x42544137118256121502784e5a6425e6183ca964421ecd577db6c66ba9bccdcf",

v: 27 }); 

// '0x0Ac1dF02185025F65202660F81672 10A80dD5086'

// Using a flat Signature 

const signature =

"0x528459e4aec8934dc2ee94c4f3265cf6ce00d47cf42bb106afda3642c72e25eb42544

137118256121502784e5a6425e6183ca964421ecd577db6c66ba9bccdcf1b";

recoverAddress(digest, signature);

// '0x0Ac1dF02185025F65202660F8167210A80dD5086'

ecrecover.js



BLOCKS

Consensus in batches
Ordered Blocks and Transactions
Target Size: 15 million gas
Max Size: 30 million gas



BLOCKS HEADER
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BLOCKS
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Each Transaction contains instructions to move the blockchain
from one "World State" to another. 

TRANSACTIONS



The transactions are selected from the Transaction pool (also
called Mempool) to a block, in an order the Validators choose.

All transactions in a block share the same timestamp.

TRANSACTIONS



Definitions from Yellow Paper

Transaction: A piece of data, signed by an External Actor. It
represents either a Message or a new Autonomous Object.
Transactions are recorded into each block of the blockchain.

Message (Internal Tx): Data (as a set of bytes) and Value
(specified as Ether) that is passed between two Accounts,
either through the deterministic operation of an Autonomous
Object or the cryptographically secure signature of the
Transaction

Transaction Example



v, r, s are the values for
the transaction's
signature. The signature
is actually of the Keccak-
256 hash of the RLP-
serialized transaction
data, not of the data
itself.



TRANSACTION NONCE
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expressvpn.com

Replay Attack Prevention



TRANSACTION NONCE

Incremental count
Nodes will only execute transactions with the next nonce from the
mempool
If there’s a gap between the last submitted transaction’s nonce and a
new transaction’s nonce, then the new transaction will not be processed
If 2 transactions in the mempool have the same nonce, validators can
choose which one to process (mostly random in signer’s perspective)



TRANSACTION BOTTLENECK

Transactions takes ~2 seconds to be added to blockchain
EOAs can only submit transactions with incremental nonce

How to process 1000s of transactions quickly?



TRANSACTION BOTTLENECK

Transactions takes ~2 seconds to be added to blockchain
EOAs can only submit transactions with incremental nonce

How to process 1000s of transactions quickly?

Use multiple EOAs!



SPECIAL TRANSACTION

Transaction sent to the zero address 0x0...0
“data” field of the transaction will contain the smart contract compiled
bytecode
“value” field is optional, for an address starting balance

Note: Burn tokens by sending to 0x0...0 or 0x0...dEaD



Chain Name Chain ID

Mainnet 1

ETH Classic 61

Polygon 137

Sepolia 11155111

Goerli 5

EIP155

EIP155  “Simple Replay Attack
Protection”
Signed transactions can take
the form of a hash “0x....” or in
the form of 3 integers stored in
r, s and recovery value v 
A signed transaction submitted
on a chain (ex. Sepolia), can also
be submitted on another (ex.
Mainnet)
EIP155 added chain id to the “v”
to protect against crosschain
replay  attacks



Node

Node
Node

Node

NodeNode

Node

ETHEREUM NETWORK

Each Node stores a portion of the blockchain
and runs the EVM to execute code from Smart
Contracts
Ethereum Validators receives data from the
Nodes and adds new blocks to the blockchain



ETHEREUM NETWORK (SEPT 2023)
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ETHEREUM STATS (SEPT 2023)
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https://beaconscan.com/statistics



ETHEREUM TIMELINE
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ETHEREUM NODE

Execution Node: transaction gossip , executes transactions
and holds the Ethereum state.
Beacon Node: implements PoS Consensus, block gossip
Validator: Stakes 32ETH, ~4% APY, attests data correctness,
votes for next block proposer, submits new blocks



ETHEREUM NODE TYPES

Full Archive Light

Stores recent blockchain
data (~128 blocks). Other
data can regenerated from
'snapshots' by a full node.

Stores all blockchain data Stores block headers

Participates in block
validation, verifies all blocks
and states

Participates in block
validation, verifies all blocks
and states

Can be used to verify data
against state roots in block
headers

Serves the network and
provides data on request

Serves the network and
provides data on request

Can be run with with
average bandwidth phones
or embedded devices

Special: Bootnodes



ETHEREUM NODE HARDWARE EXAMPLE

GreyWizard's Setup:
Base: Intel BXNUC10I7FNH1 ($445)
RAM: 2x Samsung M471A4G43MB1 32GB DDR4
SODIMM 2666 MHz ($154 ea.)
SSD: Samsung 970 EVO Plus 2TB M.2 2280 NVMe
SSD ($315)
Total: $1068

Sept 2023
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https://www.newegg.com/intel-bxnuc10i7fnh1/p/N82E16856102227
https://www.newegg.com/samsung-32gb-260-pin-ddr4-so-dimm/p/0RM-002H-00156
https://www.newegg.com/samsung-32gb-260-pin-ddr4-so-dimm/p/0RM-002H-00156
https://www.newegg.com/samsung-970-evo-plus-2tb/p/N82E16820147744
https://www.newegg.com/samsung-970-evo-plus-2tb/p/N82E16820147744


ETHEREUM CLIENTS
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ETHEREUM NODE AS A SERVICE

Distributed node client management is handled
by node service providers, relieving you of the
operational burden
These providers typically give you an API key
and JSON RPC URL for blockchain read and
write operations



CONNECTING APPS TO ETHEREUM



COMMITTEES

All validators are divided into committees with at least 128
validators in each
One or more Committees attest to each slots, 12 secs to
attest
Each Slot may or may not have a block
32 Slots = 1 Epoch

Problems?
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https://content.bitazza.com/eth1-0-2-0/

https://kb.beaconcha.in/


COMMITTEES

Fork Choice Algorithm, LMD Ghost
Reward and Slashing, Gasper
Inclusion Delay
16 Validators from amongst the committees are randomly
chosen to be aggregators per Epoch



ETHEREUM NODE
KEYS

Validators have BLS Withdrawing Key and
Validating key 

BLS is a separate cryptographic scheme
than ECDSA

BLS keys allows combining multiple
signatures into one signature. Collective
signature validation is now done in
constant time
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https://kb.beaconcha.in/



ETH 2.0 KEY GENERATION
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https://kb.beaconcha.in/

master_key/purpose/coin_type/account/change/address_index

Eth 2.0 Ex: m/12381/3600/withdrawal_path_i/0/validator_i



FINALITY

66% votes on an Epoch is considered Justified
3 consecutive justified latest Epoch is considered finalized
(~6 mins per epoch)
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https://content.bitazza.com/eth1-0-2-0/

https://kb.beaconcha.in/


ATTESTATION
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https://content.bitazza
.com/eth1-0-2-0/

Generation
Propagation
Aggregation
Propagation
Inclusion

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

https://kb.beaconcha.in/
https://kb.beaconcha.in/


TIMELINE
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TIMELINE
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ETHEREUM IS A DARK FOREST



MEV
Maximal Extractable Value
Block Proposing Validator’s goal is to earn ETH from gas fees.
Will choose and rearrange transactions in a block to maximize profit
Revenue = Base Issuance + Tx Fees + MEV  



MEV

Time, resources and expertise needed to keep mempool quickly
updated and find optimal block reorganization



MEV

MEV block production is usually outsourced to Searchers + Builders +
Relayers, by the Block Producer (MEV)
Searchers scans mempool for transaction opportunities
Builders Construct the optimized blocks of transactions
Relayers delivers the blocks to the Block Producer
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https://github.com/flashbots/mev-boost/



MEV
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https://docs.flashbots.net/flashbo
ts-mev-boost/architecture-
overview/block-proposal



MEV RELAY
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https://docs.flashbots.net



MEV TRANSACTION BUNDLE
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https://www.blocknative.com/hs-fs/hubfs/sandwich-attack-mev.png?width=1024&height=571&name=sandwich-attack-mev.png
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Account B: Pay ETH to Block Proposer to compensate for gas

Account A: Perform some transactions

MEV EXAMPLES
SPONSORED TRANSACTIONS

https://www.blocknative.com/hs-fs/hubfs/sandwich-attack-mev.png?width=1024&height=571&name=sandwich-attack-mev.png


MEV EXAMPLES
GENERALIZED FRONT RUNNING



MEV EXAMPLES
DEX ARBITRAGE



MEV EXAMPLES
SANDWICH ATTACK
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https://medium.com/coinmonks/defi-sandwich-attack-explain-776f6f43b2fd



MEV EFFECTS

Speeds up Validator centralization due to large validator staking pools will
have more resources to invest into MEV extraction
Creation of Permissioned Mempools (called Dark Pools if large enough)
Priced Gas Auctions
Users will use blockchains with cheaper gas
Proposer-Builder Separation (MEV Boost), with Commit Reveal Scheme
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https://cryptobriefing.com/51-of-ethereum-blocks-can-now-be-censored-its-time-for-flashbots-to-shut-down/

https://cryptobriefing.com/51-of-ethereum-blocks-can-now-be-censored-its-time-for-flashbots-to-shut-down/


FLASHBOT HACK
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https://collective.flashbots.net/t/post-mortem-april-3rd-2023-mev-boost-relay-incident-and-related-timing-issue/1540



Resources Used:
https://coinsbench.com/about-evm-opcode-gas-ethereum-accounts-9f0896f09d04
https://ethereum.org/
https://hardhat.org/
https://docs.ethers.io/v5/
https://www.openzeppelin.com/
https://takenobu-hs.github.io/downloads/ethereum_evm_illustrated.pdf
https://www.skillsoft.com/


